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Dear Colleague
Re: ACTU invitation to MUA Shipping Summit: Melbourne 4 Sept 2015

Acceptance of your kind invitation to the MUA’s shipping industry summit, in Melbourne on 4
September 2015, arising out of the MUA-sponsored resolutions adopted by the ACTU Executive
14/15 July 2015, would inextricably have implied acceptance by the Australian Institute of Marine
and Power Engineers of the following:-

1. You may recall that in 2004 Canadian Steamships Ltd (“CSL”) were determined they would
not employ MUA Ratings on the vessel IRON CHIEFTAIN? CSL repeatedly asked AIMPE
Engineer Officers and AMOU Deck Officers to agree to sail the ship instead using foreign
Ratings.
Out of solidarity for the MUA Ratings, AIMPE & AMOU refused.

In fact AIMPE members then went on strike to get MUA Ratings onboard the IRON
CHIEFTAIN.

Subsequently the MUA thanked us for our solidarity by doing the deal, in reverse, that
we had been too principled to do …ultimately the MUA was willing to sail the ship with
foreign Deck & Engineer Officers so long as they kept the MUA Ratings.

Since 2004 the IRON CHIEFTAIN has grown to a substantial CSL fleet in which MUA Ratings
have been sailing on the Australian coast using FOREIGN deck & engineer officers instead
of Australians.

Consistent with this MUA abandonment of ‘Cabotage’ the ACTU-Decision of 14/15 July
seeks to now re-define ‘Cabotage’ from a principle applying to ALL domestic cargoes and
water-it-down to apply only to a “…proportion…” of domestic cargoes.

AIMPE could not accept that.

2. the second paragraph of the ACTU Decision purports to “…resist efforts to replace
Australian seafarers with foreign labour…” but proposes NO ACTION over all the Ukrainian
& Filipino deck & engineer officers that since 2004 took the jobs of Australian deck &
engineer officers in the CSL fleet on the Australian coast. In fact the ACTU-Decision
wording PERMITS THE USE OF FOREIGNERS so long as they are paid Australian terms and
conditions.
This ACTU Decision appears to have been drafted by the MUA so as to white-wash the
actions of the MUA in abandoning Cabotage and sailing with foreign deck & engineer
officers on the Australian coast.

AIMPE could not accept that.
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3. the fourth paragraph of the ACTU Decision “…applauds the efforts of the crew…” of the
petroleum tanker ALEXANDER SPIRIT “…in seeking to defend these quality Australian
jobs…” and “…condemns the company’s actions…”.

Yet there is no mention of the much larger group of Australian deck & engineer officers
who for the last 11 years have been denied the opportunity to work on the CSL fleet in
Australia.

Why is there no statement to condemn CSL, Inco-Ships or the MUA for taking this much
larger number of Australian deck & engineer officer jobs?

AIMPE could not accept that.

 the fifth paragraph of the ACTU Decision “…agrees that this latest loss of an Australian
ship from the coastal trades represents a wider crisis in Australian shipping…”.

What an amazingly politically-biased statement that is because:-
o Do you remember the MUA’s journal (Winter/Spring 2013 edition) which claimed

“MUA LED REFORMS REVITALIZE SHIPPING INDUSTRY”? It went on to say:-
“…The MUA has had a lot of wins during Labor’s reign…but the most significant
win for our future and current sea-going members has been the shipping reforms
which were announced last year. With the help of…Labor’s Anthony Albanese the
MUA, with the support of the AMOU, was able to secure the biggest revitalisation
to Australia’s shipping industry since 1912…”

o So why does the MUA not want to speak about the 7 other ships lost since the
Albanese/MUA shipping reforms allegedly saved the industry in 2012?

o Is it because most of them actually occurred during “…Labor’s reign…”?
o It cant be just because Alexander Spirit is a petroleum tanker, because in fact 3 of

the other 7 ships lost since Albanese/MUA allegedly saved the industry were also
tankers (Hugli Spirit, Tandara Spirit, and British Loyalty ).

o If belatedly, the MUA are prepared to call it a crisis now is it only because Labor’s
Anthony Albanese is no longer the Minister and with a Coalition government in
power it is time to lay the blame at the feet of the new government? The MUA
may have trouble making that mud stick however, as the Coalition government
have not yet changed any of the Albanese/MUA-led legislation. All 8 losses
including that of Alexander Spirit come as a result of the failure of the MUA-
led/Albanese reforms! The facts are that the MUA-led/Albanese 2012 legislation if
they continue without change will still kill the industry, just not quite as quickly.

o AIMPE from the outset analysed the Albanese/MUA legislation and concluded it
contained no actual provisions which would require coastal shipping to be
conducted by Australian-flagged or manned shipping. AIMPE’s Martin Byrne
predicted the demise of the bluewater industry within a few short years. He was
right and the MUA-led Albanese reforms were as real/useful as the Emperor’s
New Clothes in the children’s fairy-tale.

AIMPE could not accept such a politically-biased approach. If there is a future for
Australian shipping it will not be found via the MUA’s partisan politics.

 the sixth paragraph of the ACTU Decision decides to hold a shipping summit, the purposes
of which include:-

o “…finding solutions that stem the loss…” and
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o “…identify longer term regulatory and fiscal arrangements that attract investment
in ships and builds the industry through reformed shipping legislation…” and

o “….developing coastal shipping policy options to put to Government as an
alternative to the Government’s Shipping Legislation Amendment Bill 2015…”.

What is wrong with these 3 objects of the shipping summit?....
….just this: the MUA and the MUA-led Minister Albanese EXCLUDED both the AMOU and
AIMPE from the consultation process in which they both failed to do anything to stem-
the-loss under Labor.
It just happens to now suit the MUA to attack the new government and suddenly the
MUA who excluded us now want us to stand beside the MUA to attack this new
government that did NOT create the inept MUA-led Albanese shipping reforms that
accelerated the 25 year demise of the coastal shipping industry.

AIMPE could not accept that.

 the remainder of the ACTU Decision contains multiple attacks on the new government
that would have been better levelled against the inept MUA-led/Albanese reform
legislation.
They include the following unnecessary and inflammatory statements which AIMPE is not
prepared to adopt so we can not agree with the ACTU-decision that the MUA wrote:-

o “…unions condemn the short-sighted policy of the Abbott government…”
o “…unions serve notice on the Abbott government…”
o “…unions agree that this amounts to WorkChoices on Water…”

The MUA’s recognition of a “…crisis…” is too little and too late, timed to lay the blame
against the wrong government.

AIMPE could not accept that.

The ACTU can be assured that AIMPE does not support the Shipping Legislation Amendment Bill
2015 as it is currently drafted, accordingly AIMPE will be asking Labor, Greens and Independents
to oppose it. But then what?...the MUA-led/Albanese 2012 legislation will still kill the industry so
a new path must be found that can have bi-partisan support in the Parliament.

AIMPE considers that almost any forum or talks with Parliamentarians that AIMPE may achieve
with our non-Partisan approach would be more likely to produce fruit than the politically slanted
approach that the MUA have initiated through the ACTU Executive resolutions and summit
decision.

For all these reasons AIMPE will NOT be participating in the MUA-led ACTU ‘shipping summit’.

Sincerely

Henning Christiansen
Acting FEDERAL SECRETARY
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